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ZERO OVERPRICING CHALLENGE/REFERRAL
(See AFM 67-1, V 7, Pt 4, Attachment 1 and AFMAN 23-110,V2, Pt 2)
3.  INFO TO
1.  TO
(Submitting Activity, Control Number)
2.  FROM
We believe the current catalog price for the following described item is incorrect and may reflect an overprice to the government.  Please research pricing data on this item and provide us the resulting information.  If you determine an actual overprice exists, provide the amount of anticipated annual savings.  If intangible savings are believed to exist, provide us that information also.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Items 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, and 17 must be completed.
4.  NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
5.  NAME OF ITEM
(Mandatory if NSN is unknown)
7.  CONTRACTOR AND GOVERNMENT ENTITY (CAGE) CODE
6.  PART NUMBER
8.  UNIT PRICE OF CHALLENGED ITEM
9.  SOURCE OF CHALLENGED PRICE (Receipt Document, SNUD, MIL-C, etc)
10.  ACQUISITION ADVICE CODE
11.  CATALOG, TECH ORDER, END ITEM APPLICATION, INTENDED USE
12.  REQUISITION NO. AND/OR CONTRACT NO.
13.  ESTIMATE OF WHAT THE PRICE SHOULD BE
(Mandatory if NSN is unknown)
If "Yes" how often
How many used per aircraft?
a time change item? (Yes/No))
My base uses
per month.
(If used on more than one aircraft, list my MDS)
16.  SUBMITTED BY
a.  NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial)
b.  SIGNATURE
c.  PHONE DSN & COMM)
d.  DATE
CHALLENGER
ZERO OVERPRICING MONITOR
17.
VALIDATED BY
a.  CHIEF OF SUPPLY OR SUPERVISOR OF ALC ZERO OVERPRICE MONITOR
b.  DATE
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
AF FORM 1046, 20040501, V2
15.  REASON FOR OVERPRICE CHALLENGE (List additional source suggested alternate items, technical evidence of overpricing, other substantial evidence, etc) (See AFR400-17,
Attachment 1) (Continue on plain bond paper if additional space is needed.)
14.  ADDITIONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (Indicate size, type, or attach drawings, photos, or samples of the item.  If applicable to item indicate: Is it
ZERO OVERPRICING PROGRAM  (ZOP)
The objectives of ZOP are to eliminate overpricing of purchased items through price challenges, and request users to submit challenges
1.  Objectives.
for prices that they consider to be unreasonable.
2.  Benefits to Taxpayers and the Department of Defense.
Benefits result by developing new items, new procurement sources, refunds to the Government by
contractors saved tax dollars, and possible identification of improper pricing and fraud, waste, and abuse.
3.  Benefits to Persons who Challenge Prices.
Objects reached in ZOP result in participants receiving cash awards, letters, or certificates of appreciation,
other rewards such as time off, coffee mugs, key chains, etc, and in developing self-satisfaction when an action improves the procurement system.
4.  How ZOP Works
a.  Using an AF Form 1046, Zero Overpricing Challenge/Referral,
or a letter, the challenger identifies a suspected overprice to the base of ALC ZOP Monitor.
challenge has been answered safisfactorily, in layman's language.  A copy of the case is then sent to the ZOP Committee for review.
6.  Examples of Challenge Justification (see AFM 67-1, Volume, Part 4, Attachment 1). A different source which will furnish the same item for a lower price,
evidence that an alternate lower priced item has acceptable technical merit, evidence that the item or its packaging is over-engineered (specifications are too rigid),
any other evidence justifying or supporting an investigation of the price because the Air Force is paying a price that is in excess of what is considered to be fair and
reasonable.
5.  Where Prices of Items Can be Found. The following are sources for prices of items:  Management List-Consolidated (ML-C microfiche), Defense Logistics
Information Systems (DLIS) computer (this is the old Integrated Data Systems (DIDS)), Procurement history record (PHR), Material Inventory Control (MIC),
Production Controller (Scheduler), and the IM.
(Reverse) (IMT-V2)
AF FORM 1046, 20040501
also advises the challenger that he or she must file a confirmatory suggestion within 30 days of notification in order to receive an award (see AFR 900-4).
c.  If Approved, the ZOP Committee recommends to the suggestion monitor that an award be paid and provides the estimated savings.  The ZOP Committee
b.  ZOP Monitor assists challengers in validating the challenge, referring it to the proper source of supply, and upon receipt of the response, ensures that the
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